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Available at all good bookshops…

• >
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The Blockchain
There is nothing it cannot do
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Every Industry

Blockchain is the solution to most industries’ problems
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Example: Supply Chain

The blockchain will keep meat out of burgers or something like that
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Everything

I’m forming “Evil Geniuses for Blockchain” if any of you want to join me
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Wait, What is a “Blockchain”?

Yes, I know it’s wrong but hey it’s the Financial Times
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Blockchains are Mystical Truth Machines

Myths

• Trustless

• Tamper-Proof

• 100% Secure

• Truthful



Banks and Ledgers
The 4x4x4x4 Model
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Ledger Management in Banking Systems

This is from New Scientist (29th November 1956) but I shouldn’t think it’s changed that much round the back at the clearing 
banks.
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The First 4: Ledger Evolution

Just give everyone a copy of everything
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How do shared ledgers 
work?
When everyone has a copy of everything (sort of)
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The Second 4: Ledger Layers

Contract smart or dumb?how do we use the transactions?

Consensus

Content

Communications

who decides which transactions are valid?

what is in the transactions?

where are the copies of the transactions?

fault or attack?

data or derivatives?

public or private?

It’s hard for James Bond to be me, easy for me to be James Bond. Let’s fix this.
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The Third 4: Ledger Contents

The use of cryptography can deliver new and counterintuitve kinds of ledger
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An Aside: Where the Action is

Proofs mean we can can data locked up safe and sound
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What 
Understanding the implications at a strategic level
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The Last 4: Consenus/Comms Taxonomy

Note that taxonomic distance between ledgers like the Bitcoin blockchain and ledgers like R3
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The Last 4: Consenus/Comms Taxonomy

Note that taxonomic distance between ledgers like the Bitcoin blockchain and ledgers like R3
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The impact of shared 
ledgers
We have the 4x4x4x4 model to facilitate connection between business and 
technology, so now let’s use it…
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Radical Transparency

Trust is a serious problem, we have to get to a new level of transparency – only through radical transparency will we get to 
radical new levels of trust (Marc Benioff, Founder and CEO of Salesforce, speaking at Davos in 2015)
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Ambient Accountability

Trust is a serious problem, we have to get to a new level of transparency – only through radical transparency will we 
get to radical new levels of trust (Marc Benioff, Davos 2015)
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Case Study: Salad Days

Translucent transactions and ambient accountability
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in the future, everyone will be famous for fifteen megabytes
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